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Editorial

Taking a deep breath
Carlos Renato Zacharias
International Journal of High Dilution Research – Editor-in-Chief
While 2012 is going away, IJHDR prepares the celebration of its 5th anniversary! This is thus a time for
reflection, to ponder on the good and bad experiences, to (re)think the next steps to improve our service to
readers, authors and the scientific community at large. Along these hard, but rewarding first five years,
IJHDR reached many readers and was supported by many authors all over the world, it achieved recognition
by important scientific databases and societies. This success is the result of the joint work of the Editorial
Board members and with GIRI, our hosting scientific society.
IJHDR provided the homeopathic community an open, free, multimedia and electronic venue to share highquality information. Focused on research articles, and open to the entire field of High Dilution research,
including homeopathy and hormesis, IJHDR came to occupy a special place within the scientific map.
Nevertheless, the goals achieved are not enough, but further improvement is needed for IJHDR keep on
growing. Our aim for the next years is to maintain the original editorial vision and mission, while increasing
even more the quality of publication.
IJHDR will start 2013 by revising its Board of Consultants. Five years ago, when IJHDR was an unknown
journal that still had to prove its quality, friends, idealists, and invited experts kindly contributed with their
expertise to make peer review a mandatory step in the evaluation of articles. However, not only IJHDR grew,
but also the editorial work did! The time arrives to include new experts in our Board of Consultant,, not only
to share in the work, but to have cover a broader scope of knowledge, as HD research is a cross-disciplinary
and emergent field.
Also the structure of the articles will be revised. Improvement in the layout will be discussed to stimulate the
use of multimedia resources like video and audio files, simulations, supplementary materials, links, and color
images. Special attention will be paid to language revision and reference citation. Together with its authors
and readers, IJHDR contributes to the development of a kind of knowledge close to the borders of science.
Therefore, to establish a valid scientific background, the articles must be clearly written, and based on sound
assumptions.
High-visibility for articles is a fundamental aspect desired by all authors. As an open and free access journal,
IJHDR meets that condition, and we are planning to make our influence and visibility even wider. Inclusion
in the major databases has paramount importance in the academic milieu, however, it should be considered as
a consequence, rather than a goal. In 2013, IJHDR will chair a collaborative project with several research
institutions aiming to deliver information everywhere, increasing the visibility of the published articles.
Thus, now it is the time to take a deep breath, relax, and prepare you for the forthcoming work! See you in
2013!
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